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culture, politics & japanese whaling - culture, politics & japanese whaling . perspectives of japanese youth
& what these might portend for the future . by . t. julia bowett bsc. msc. university of tasmania . submitted in
partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy at the school of geography and
environmental studies, university of tasmania (june 2011). culture, politics & japanese whaling - culture,
politics & japanese whaling . perspectives of japanese youth & what these might portend for the future . by . t.
julia bowett bsc. msc. university of tasmania . submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
degree of doctor of philosophy at the school of geography and environmental studies, university of tasmania
(june 2011). beached whales:examining japan’s rejection of an ... - with the anti-whaling norm because,
as a rational actor, it finds long-term material benefits from such co-operation. but this is not true in the
japanese case. tokyo instead continues to embrace whaling against japan’s own rational interests. many antiwhaling states are important political and economic allies of japan. culture clash: the influence of
indigenous cultures on the ... - culture clash: the influence of indigenous cultures on the international
whaling regime introduction the cultural values of native populations are a significant source of law, because
modem societies develop from the practices and be-liefs of indigenous cultures.' over time, indigenous
customs and tra- japan’s ‘research whaling’ in the - ssn - of japan’s national institute of polar research
(under the ministry of education, culture, sports, science and technology). from 2008 on, catch quota from
both programmes will yield up to 1,415 whales annually (as compared to 273 in 1988), most of them from the
so-called ‘southern ocean sanctuary’ of the interna-tional whaling commission. 3 what drives japanese
whaling policy? - what drives japanese whaling policy? christopher butler-stroud* whale and dolphin
conservation, chippenham, uk keywords: whaling, japan, ﬁsheries, science, politics what drives japanese
whaling policy? the debates about whaling are reported to hinge around the issues of animal welfare (brakes
'killing the practice of whale hunting is the same as ... - nationalism in japan’s resistance to
international pressure to curb whaling chris burgess abstract in discussions on japanese whaling, a common
question is why japan appears indifferent to international pressure (gaiatsu) on the issue, that is, why it
continues to flout the international anti-whaling "norm" despite an alternative explanation of japan’s
downloaded by ... - are promising models to explain japan’s domestic whaling politics and its interplay with
the iwc. ... of japanese dietary culture”).15 these remain the basis of japan’s arguments what drives
japanese whaling policy? - core - what drives japanese whaling policy? christopherbutler-stroud*
whaleanddolphinconservation,chippenham,uk. keywords: whaling, japan, ﬁsheries, science, politics. what
drives japanese whaling policy? the debates about whaling are reported to hinge around the issues of animal
welfare (brakes annotated bibliography whaling - evergreen state college - coverage of japan’s
extensive and unique whaling culture in the english language. the book covers both historic and modern
japanese whaling, offering an interesting take on non-western whaling. mandel, robert. “transnational resource
conflict: the politics of whaling .” international studies quarterly , 24.1 (1980) 99-127. japan’s norm
defiance: the case of whaling in 2007 - whaling is seen as a way to assert japan’s own politics, in a
political climate where the state is usually forced to follow the united states’ lead. the second explanation
focuses on the ‘culture argument’, which is often mentioned as part of the whaling debate in both media and
scholarly debates. web voice - sdh-fact - i feared that japan’s traditional whaling culture would be lost and,
at the same time, i felt that the history and culture of whaling have not been properly understood, both at
home and abroad. so, i stayed in taiji-cho in wakayama prefecture, where dolphin hunting is takes place,
covering and shooting for four months. japan’s achilles heel? japan’s polar engagement and the ... japan’s achilles heel? japan’s polar engagement and the role of scientific whaling aki tonami nias – nordic
institute of asian studies university of copenhagen akinami@nias.ku paper prepared for the panel ‘asia at the
poles’, isa asia-pacific, hong kong, 26 june 2016 first draft - not for citation introduction legal protection for
whales: capabilities, entitlements ... - legal protection for whales: capabilities, entitlements, and culture
rachel nussbaum wichert and martha c. nussbaum they say the sea is cold, but the sea contains the hottest
blood of all, and the wildest, the most urgent. all the whales in the wider deeps, hot are they, as they urge on
and on, and dive beneath the icebergs. a whale of a two-level game - a whale of a two-level game: the birth
of japan’s scientific whaling regime michael strausz ... because of whaling’s importance to japanese culture.
hirata (2004, pp. 141-44) argues that ... extremely weak advocates in japanese domestic politics, than why
would japan withdraw its objection to the moratorium?
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